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Orient the Gables: look for the 2 tall gables with the 

holes on the inside face. 

Door Unit (2): you can see the lo-

cating holes for the top, bottom & 

back for the top unit. Also identify 

the 2 pairs of hinge holes & 2 sets of 

adjustable shelf holes. 

 

Panels (4) The 16mm back is dowelled 

into the gables and screwed from the out-

side... 

 

Drawer Unit (3): identify the top and 

bottom rows of holes for locating the top 

and bottom.  

The holes in the middle are of for the 

drawer runners.  
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Split construction: due to its size and weight, this cabi-

net is constructed in several parts. Simply build up the com-

ponents to assemble the 

complete cabinet 

 

(1)the two full gables are used to 

join and hold the whole complet-

ed unit. 

(2) the top unit is made from 3 

pieces which are dowelled into the 

gables. 2 doors hinge off the gable. 

(3) the bottom drawer unit in-

cludes an M drawer and a large H-

drawer . The top, back and bottom 

of this unit are dowelled into the 

gables. 

(4)  The top back half of the unit 

has a solid white back to finish the 

unit off—also dowelled into both 

gables.  

(5) This cabinet is designed to suit 

the Baumatic BS6FS oven and re-

quires no further adjustment.. 

 

 

Prepare the gables: Lay one of the gables down flat and identify the front edge (the back edge has the holes to 

locate the back pieces... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1: Start by  inserting the two door hinge plates. 

 

Step 2: Insert the drawer runners ensuring they correctly face the front edge—use 

your drawer assembly guide to assist with this step.  

 

Repeat for the second gable and then stand this to one side  

until the final assembly step... 
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Identify the bottom by the label: 

insert your plastic feet now in preparation 

for step 5. 
3b 

 

This is the back edge... 
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Wall Over Tower— TRIM (600mm) 

Assemble drawer: Start by 

assembling your drawer box.  

For drawer assembly you can refer back 

to your  Drawer guide…..  

1) one small drawer (179mm high drawer 

front with 118mm drawer side), and  

 

 

 

 

 

(2) a large pot drawer on the bottom 

(359mm drawer front and 150mm draw-

er side) with a gallery rail.    

Final Assembly:  The hard work is done now. Ensure your second gable has both 

the drawer runner and hinge plates inserted. 

Identify the large dowel holes  in all of the components you have inserted into the first  gable and 

insert dowels into these in preparation for the top gable to be placed on top. 

Once you have done this, you can place the final gable on top and, taking your time, ensure you 

line up all of the dowels from each component. Ensure each component and each dowel is correct-

ly seated and then screw from the outside using the small through holes as a guide. 

Once this gable is secured, carefully rotate the cabinet onto its back and  

screw the first gable into each component…. 

Finally, attach the coloured oven rail to the fixing rail (6) from the inside pilot holes... 
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Final Check: You can now rotate this 

unit and stand it up. Once you get it 

moved into its final position you can 

hang doors and insert your drawers… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This cabinet is designed for the Semble Bau-

matic oven, you will find this inserts into this 

cabinet for a neat and flush finish. 
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Build the carcass: Start by locating the dowels for the top, bottom and backs for 

both the door unit (2) and the drawer unit (3). These are screwed from the outside 

of the gable as well—but we will do this once we stand the cabinet up... 

Finish the carcass: complete this step by locating the dowels for the cabinet 

back (5). This is screwed from the outside of the gable as well—finally, locate the 

white fixing rail for the oven panel (5)… This image shows the adjustable shelf in-


